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Changing HIV/AIDS landscape
• HIV/AIDS no longer held at 10% of NIH budget
• A need to refocus the HIV/AIDS effort in light of spectacular
success
• NIH’s HIV/AIDS eras
– 1.0 the emergency response
– 2.0 translate knowledge to effective interventions
– 3.0 focus and double down to achieve optimal implementation and to
push the boundaries for an end to transmission, a vaccine, and a cure

• More multi-disciplinary, multi-institute, multi-agency work

•

HIV AIDS High Priority Research at NIH
Reduce Incidence - PREVENTION
NIAID
– vaccines, microbicides and PrEP
– Research to improve the prevention and care cascades

• TREATMENTS – less toxic/side effects, longer acting, easier use & adherence
• IMPLEMENTATION SCIENCE to strengthen the treatment and prevention
cascades
• CURE viral reservoirs, viral persistence, latency, reactivation, and eradication.
• HIV/therapy-associated COMORBIDITES, COINFECTIONS, and COMPLICATIONS
NHLBI,
NCI, NIDDK
Tb, malignancies; cardiovascular, neurological,
and metabolic
and aging
• Cross cutting areas: Basic research, health disparities, and training
– basic biology of HIV transmission and pathogenesis; immune dysfunction and
chronic inflammation; host microbiome and genetic determinants
– Research to Reduce Health Disparities - new HIV infections or in treatment
outcomes
– Research Training

NIMHD, Fogarty

Medium and Low HIV/AIDS Research
• Medium Priority topics using AIDS-designated
funds - demonstrate HIV/AIDS is a meaningful
component of the project and/or knowledge
about HIV will be enhanced by the project
• Low Priority topics will not be supported with
AIDS-designated funds; however, highly
meritorious projects could be eligible for
support with non-AIDS funds

•
•
•
•
•

Send us an email
Give us a call
Talk to us at conferences
Get advice from others at your institutions
Ask successful grantees to read your grants

Changes in how we do science
If we cannot get a handle on the scientific body of knowledge, how can we do
science?

• We are generating so much data and databases, so
many articles, so many theories, so many computer
programs and tools… (Big Data)
• That we are losing the “systematic organization of
knowledge” that is the foundation of the scientific
enterprise. (The problem that Big Data causes)
• So we need help turning the morass of data back into
a systematic organization of knowledge … thus data
science. (How to address the problem that Big Data causes)

Big Data is visualized in so many ways...all of them blue and with numbers and lens flare

Volume Variety Velocity Veracity

Digital data stored EVERY DAY
is 8x the size of US libraries

6 Staggering Big Data Statistics Pave the Way for eDiscovery
Posted by: Contributing Writer March 18, 2015 in Corporate Counsel, Large Law

http://bigdatapix.tumblr.com/

ADDS/Data Science Mission Statement
To use data science to foster an open
digital ecosystem that will accelerate
efficient, cost-effective biomedical research
To enhance health, lengthen life, and
reduce illness and disability

https://datascience.nih.gov/

Today’s biomedical researcher
• Dr. Juanita Doe wants to identify possible shared
mechanisms underlying hypertension and HIV.

– Epidemiological studies and other data indicate co-occurrence
and possible commons mechanisms.
– She suspects common pathways, particularly cytokines, may play
a major role.

• But the existing genomic and clinical data is fragmented,
difficult to find, and difficult to integrate.

– So she has to base her developing hypotheses on only part of the
existing knowledge (that which is available to her)
– This introduces gaps and biases in her hypotheses, which makes
her grant applications and papers weaker in review.
– And slows down possible identification of shared mechanisms
and possible therapeutic targets.

Example: organizing biomedical Big Data
Immune modulators in disease: integrating knowledge from the biomedical
literature and gene expression

Analysis workflow components.
Dashed lines indicate the linking of
types of entities via different types
of data.
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But is she asking the right question?
HIV and hypertension are fundamentally multifactorial
– Genetics - Intelligence
– Environment
• Childhood abuse
• Adult microclimates
– Educational attainment

•
•
•
•

Diet
Exercise
Access to health care
etc

You shouldn’t control for, negate the influence, of confounding
variables
– Can you describe these factors sufficiently?
– Can you do the analysis you need to do?

The inter-dependence of covariates is the most interesting part
– Population level systems biology

Complexity Demands Big Data Science

x + intercept =Y
Reductionism
Direct Acyclic Graphs - DAGs

Holism

Evolving expectations for data sharing
by funders, publishers and researchers.
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Investigators

• Credit for data creation
• citation approaches
• academic credit towards tenure
• Period of exclusive use
• Types of data outside of sharing requirements

Participants and Privacy

• Faster answers a trade off for less privacy?
• is this okay? Desirable?
• What data are sensitive?
• Can you opt out of sharing?

Commercial Entities

• Intellectual property concerns

Secure environments

• HIPPA compliant environments
• Clouds, Limited access servers

Data architectures

• Some winners right now (I2B2 based) are not necessarily the best
• Are we doomed to have the VHS instead of Beta?

Business Intelligence and visualization
• It is nothing if we can’t visualize and use the data

Analytics

• Causal inference, Network analysis, Machine learning
• Are most data consumers conversant in these approaches?

How to foster an open digital ecosystem for
biomedical research?
• Ensure there are people who can make it happen

– People and/or teams who combine
biomedical/behavioral/clinical and data science expertise

• Develop necessary infrastructure and tools

– make open, accessible digital resources (data, software, etc)
– that are findable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable (FAIR)

• Invest in data science research applied to biomedical
research challenges
– prove its utility and push the frontiers

Goal: foster a new culture and new capabilities

